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Summary1
We explain why all CBDCs will need a ledger that keeps track of CBDC
ownership regardless of whether they are “token-based”, “DLT-based” or
“on a blockchain”; and regardless of how we define these terms. Consequently, token-based CBDCs appear not to have a greater capacity for
providing payments that are peer-to-peer, offline or anonymous like cash
than “account-based” CBDCs.

We would like to thank colleagues at the Riksbank for comments and numerous discussions. Remaining mistakes are our own. The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily coincide with the views of the Executive Board or the Staff of Sveriges Riksbank.
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Introduction

“A coin cannot be a simple file, and a transactions
cannot be a transmission of the file from one user to
another: Had it been done this way, the sender could
have kept her copy, thus keeping the coin while also
sending it.” Allen S. et al. (2020, p. 14)
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Introduction
Many central banks are exploring whether they should issue a digital complement to
cash, a so called retail Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). Like physical cash, the
CBDC will be central bank issued money that can be used for everyday payments, denominated in the national currency and exchangeable at par with commercial bank
money.
A key question is which format the CBDC should take: should it be cash-like or more
like money in deposit accounts? In CBDC discussions this question is often phrased as
a question of whether the CBDC should be account-based or token-based. The latter
term is then used as a shorthand for CBDC design choices that allow for offline, perto-peer and anonymous payments.
In this paper we argue that the tokens versus accounts distinction appears irrelevant
if we are interested in whether a CBDC has these cash-like properties. This irrelevance
originates from the fact that all CBDC payments will involve reconciliation with one or
more remote ledgers. This is the case regardless of whether the CBDC is accountbased or token-based and regardless of what we mean by “token” and where this token is stored. For CBDCs involving balances on CBDC accounts, this is obvious. For token-based CBDCs it follows from two facts. First, token-based technologies for CBDCs
are typically technologies where the tokens are not stored on local devices, but remotely. Second, if tokens are stored locally, payments with these tokens will still
eventually have to reconcile with a ledger. This is due to the so called double-spending problem, which results from the ease with which locally stored digital tokens can
be copied. This problem means that locally stored tokens cannot function as money
unless the central bank takes a large risk or there is a remote ledger that keeps track
of their transactions and/or ownership.
As all CBDC payments involve a remote ledger, no CBDC can be genuinely peer-topeer, offline and anonymous like cash. CBDCs can still be somewhat peer-to-peer,
somewhat offline and somewhat anonymous, but we see no major difference between a token- and account-based CBDCs in terms of the degree to which they can
deliver these properties. This does not necessarily mean that a token-based system
for supplying CBDCs is without benefits. New token-based technologies may offer new
opportunities for efficiency or other advancements. Our point is simply that central
banks should investigate and invest in these technologies for the right reason. That
reason should not be to supply a digital cash-like CBDC.

All CBDC payments involve a remote ledger

In comparison to the existing discussion, our contribution (if any) is that we provide
an easy-to-read and intuitive explanation of the following: 2 a CBDC-token – defined as
sequences of bits – can be “stored” on a local device or remotely. If CBDC-tokens are
stored remotely, it follows, by definition, that CBDC payments cannot be offline, peerto-peer or anonymous like cash payments. If they are stored locally, they cannot function as money unless there is also a remote ledger that keeps track of their ownership. Thus, locally stored tokens cannot offer offline, peer-to-peer or anonymous payments like cash. We refer to relevant literature in the main text.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we explain why all CBDC payments require reconciling a remote ledger. In section 3 we discuss the consequences of this
fact for the peer-to-peer features, offline capability, anonymity and privacy features
of a CBDC. Section 4 concludes.
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All CBDC payments involve a remote
ledger
In the following section we focus on token-based CBDC designs. CBDC solutions where
users hold money balances (not tokens) on accounts will necessarily require a remote
ledger that keeps record of balances and transactions. This is also the case if the central bank only provides the accounts, but is not responsible for user-facing and account-servicing functions on them.

2.1 What is a CBDC token?
Although there is much talk about token-based CBDCs, the term “token” itself is often
not defined. In some cases, “token-based CBDC” is used as shorthand for an idealized
CBDC design – rather than a specific technical instantiation – where it is assumed that
payments can be made without the involvement of a trusted third party or reconciliation with a ledger (e.g. Bordo and Levin, 2017; and Bouchaud et al., 2020). 3 Such work
is often concerned with exploring the theoretical implications of such idealized CBDCs,
irrespective of whether they are technically feasible to implement. Others define token-based CBDCs as CBDC systems that rely on the ability of the payee to verify the
validity of the payment object rather than ownership of the object (e.g. CPMI, 2018). 4
In this case, a “token” can simply be a balance on an account. Finally, and often intertwined in these definitions, many think of a token-based CBDC as building on “new

Similar conclusions can be found in, for instance, Bank of England (2020, p. 47).
Bordo and Levin (2017) puts it this way: “Should CBDC payments involve transfers between accounts held
at the central bank, or digital “tokens” that can be transferred directly from payer to payee?” Bouchaud et
al. (2020) writes the following: ”The transfer of a token from one party to another does not require reconciling two databases, but is rather the near-immediate transfer of ownership, very much like handing over
banknotes from one person to another.” Similar statements appears in many CBDC-papers.
4 This also appears many places, see for instance Securities and Markets Stakeholder Group, (2018) p. 4,
paragraph 12: “The term ‘token’ is more neutral as it does not carry the implicit legitimacy of ‘currency’. It
is a broad term that encompasses many virtual assets and can be defined by opposing it to account-based
assets. An account-based system relies on the ability to verify the identity of the owner, while a tokenbased one relies on the ability to verify the validity of the token itself.”
2
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technology” like blockchain or a distributed ledger (e.g. Bordo and Levin, 2017; Yao,
2018).
In this paper we use a general definition of CBDC token which is consistent with any of
the three uses of the term balance-based CBDC above:
Definition: A CBDC token is a digital object that (i) has a given value expressed in the
national unit of account and (ii) is a claim on the respective central bank.
This definition simplifies the discussion and fosters intuition; however, our conclusions are robust to reasonable modifications of it. Some might, for instance, argue
that there is no such thing as a digital token (Grym, 2018), or a digital object (see
Milne, 2020), or central bank issued fiat money representing a claim on the central
bank (Allen J. et al., 2020). These readers can replace CBDC token with “a sequence of
bits”.
The example in Box 1 may further enhance the intuition of what a CBDC token is.
There the CBDC token is a data file containing a serial number with a digital central
bank signature. Many other forms of tokens are possible. In many cryptocurrencies,
for instance, the (block)chain of previous transactions (or UTXO) may be thought of as
a token. Our conclusions are not dependent on the particular example in Box 1.

All CBDC payments involve a remote ledger

Box 1. CBDC token – an example
Let the “private key of the central bank” be an encryption method/algorithm that
turns the serial number like CB0000001 (plaintext) into a jumble/gobbledegook (cyphertext). Let the “public key of the central bank” be a decryption algorithm that
decrypts the cyphertext created by the central bank’s private key into the original
plaintext. Only the central bank has the private key, but anyone can have the public
key. The private key can be used to produce the cyphertext that the central bank’s
public key can decrypt. A CBDC token could then be a digital object consisting of the
serial number and the cyphertext based on this serial number.
To check whether the token is an authentic central bank token, the receiver decrypts the cyphertext in the particular token using the central bank’s public key into
plaintext and compares it with the serial number in the token. If they are the same,
the token is an authentic central bank digital token. The terms and the process are
illustrated below. The process can be used for any issuer of digital tokens.
Figure: Digital signatures and digital tokens

This token can be stored locally on devices. It is also possible to transfer these tokens directly (peer-to-peer) without being online as it is essentially about moving numbers. However, as explained in the main text, this is problematic because of the double spending
problem.

2.2 Remotely stored CBDC tokens
Generally, we can think of essentially three alternative forms of remote storage of
CBDC tokens. The first is the storage of CBDC tokens in accounts or wallets at some
provider of such services. An example is the solution tested by the Riksbank in its ekrona pilot where so-called participants in the private DLT e-krona network run nodes
that store e-kronor and receive, validate and forward e-krona transactions for their
connected end users. The second alternative is a system where the tokens are stored
in a network of computers or servers. In contrast to the first solution, the tokens are
not at some specific provider, but rather exist on the ledger which is on the network.
The network can be operated by trusted parties or by anyone. Bitcoin is an ideal example of the latter.
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In both of these alternatives there is some type of ledger that keeps track of ownership of the tokens. Thus, any CBDC payment requires that we reconcile the relevant
(remote) ledger.
A third alternative is to have the tokens stored remotely on some device in a known
physical location. This option is analogous to storing cash in a bank box or at a friend’s
house. We include this alternative for completeness, but it can just as well be seen as
a local storage alternative.

2.3 Locally stored CBDC tokens
Let us now look at systems where the tokens are stored locally on mobile phones or
some other local device, and only there. This includes, for instance, our third alternative above. Such tokens can be moved from device to device without reconciling any
remote ledger, without a third party, and even offline. However, as we explain below,
such tokens need a remote ledger to function as money.

The double spending problem
We can start by observing that locally stored tokens (digital or not) can only function
as money if the payee can control the authenticity of the tokens; who would accept
tokens as payment if they could not be sufficiently certain that they were authentic?
Similarly, if it were easy to copy central bank tokens, “why would anyone care to work
to earn such money? It is easier just to make copies of existing tokens. Money would
cease to function, and the economy would grind to a halt, unless it switched to a different, more difficult to copy, currency” (Halaburda & Sarvary, 2016, ss. 100 - 101).
For physical banknotes and coins it is possible to exert sufficient control over their validity. This is self-evident, as otherwise banknotes and coins (physical central bank tokens) would not function as money. Notice that banknotes and coins function as
money even though there is no ledger recording who owns which token. They work as
money even though they are ledger free.
For digital tokens, it is more difficult to prevent counterfeiting. To see why, we first
note that a-priori there are two ways to counterfeit CBDC tokens: (i) make copies of
existing tokens or (ii) make genuinely fake ones. 5 For the intuition behind this we can
think of CBDC tokens as serial numbers. Any such token can easily be copied (counterfeit method (i)) and someone can invent a new number (counterfeit method (ii)). The
latter would be a “copy” if the central bank already has issued one with this number
and genuinely fake if the central bank has not. This distinction may seem subtle and
somewhat pedantic, but has important implications, as we will see below.
In the case of locally-stored digital tokens, it is possible to set up a system where we
can quite easily detect genuinely fake tokens with the help of an (offline) local device.
The underlying technology, which is based on sets of encryption and decryption keys,

5 For physical tokens examples are (i) copying a valid US dollar note on a copy machine and (ii) creating
“new dollar notes” by drawing notes on a piece of paper.
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is illustrated in Box 1. Essentially, it is a system where the central bank digitally signs
each token and where the payee by herself can check the authenticity of the signature without conferring with a third party. This means that counterfeit method (ii) is
not a problem for central bank digital tokens even if there is no ledger keeping track
of validity and/or ownership.
However, it is possible to make exact copies of digital tokens, as shown in counterfeit
method (i). 6 This is because a “digital token is essentially a string of zeros and ones,
perhaps encoded on a magnetic strip, on a chip, or stored somewhere in the cloud.
Regardless of where it sits, this piece of data is imminently copyable. We can reproduce it exactly, in as many copies as we wish, without harming the original.” 7 (Halaburda & Sarvary, 2016, s. 101) This challenge -- that you can copy an original token
and spend it many times -- is called the double-spending problem. Chohan (2017) defines this problem as “…a potential flaw in a … digital cash scheme whereby the same
single digital token can be spent more than once … because a digital token consists of
a digital file that can be duplicated or falsified.” The double spending problem was
recognized, for instance, in the whitepaper that introduced Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008).

Secure hardware does not solve the double spending problem
A-priori it seems that a simple solution to the double spending problem would be to
use local devices that cannot be tampered with and program them such that a token
cannot be spent more than once. Unfortunately, such 100 per cent tamper-proof devices do not exist. Furthermore, the economic incentives for tampering with the devices are strong, and the system would not support “graceful degradation” (Allen S. et
al, 2020). The latter means, essentially, that that it is sufficient for one device or one
vendor to be malicious for the whole system to break down. These challenges might
be mitigated by a sufficiently large chance and cost of being caught in double spending CBDC tokens. But, that would require that it is possible to trace down where the
double spending has taken place, something that again reintroduces the need for a
remote ledger.
Thus, we can conclude that currently, the only solution to the double spending problem is to institute one or more trusted central parties or a DLT that keep ledger(s) to
record ownership.

6 While this is true for any classical digital token, it is not true for “quantum money,” which encodes money
states in quantum physical systems. We do not, however, discuss quantum money, since it has only been
partially implemented in an experimental setting and is not yet technically feasible (Hull, Sattath, Diamanti,
and Wendin, 2020).
7 This also shows the subtleness of it all: It is not possible to make fake digital tokens, but it is possible to
make copies. Arguably, it boils down to the same problem, but we often encounter the argument that digital signatures make it impossible to counterfeit digital tokens. Yes, that is true, but copies can still be made.
Are they not counterfeits? We have also heard the argument that notes and coins cannot be double spent
because they are “handed” over to the receiver. But this is obviously not the case. The point is rather that it
is sufficiently hard/expensive to make copies that are completely indistinguishable from the original (as in
the case of digital tokens).
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A remote ledger fixes the double spending problem
To summarize this section we can conclude that for CBDC tokens to work as money
and the central bank not to take a large risk, the tokens need a remote ledger that
records their ownership regardless of whether they only exist on this ledger or
whether they also exist outside of this ledger on local devices. 8
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The irrelevance of the tokens/accounts
distinction for cash-likeness

3.1 Peer-to-peer and offline payments
Cash provides for payment features that are often described as “peer-to-peer”: they
are instant, person-to-person and do not involve any third party.
We do not need tokens for instant payments. It is technically feasible to design a
CBDC that allows for instant, person-to-person payments, and to do so without using
a token-based system. A simple example is a scheme where users hold CBDC balances
in deposit accounts at the central bank. Adding appropriate applications for local devices, such a CBDC could allow for instant person-to-person payments. Indeed, the
technology for these kinds of services already exist and are in use for commercial
bank money.
As explained in Section 2, all CBDC payments will involve a remote ledger, i.e. a third
party. Thus, in this sense, CBDC payments will still require a third party. However, if
we allow for some offline payments, CBDC payments can be done without a third
party “for a while”.
For remote storage systems, opening for offline payments will be the same as allowing for deferred settlement; the payee gives the payer a credit expecting settlement
to take place later when one of the parties is online and can inform the ledger to settle the payment. These kinds of offline payments introduce credit risk for the payee
but are common for payments with commercial bank money as a consequence of appropriate regulation and technology. The simplest example is the offline credit allowed on payment cards.
For local storage systems, the basic offline risk is rather the risk that the central bank
will lose control of money creation. This risk is not borne by the payee, but rather the
central bank. Appropriate technology and regulation in addition to limits on amounts
and how many times a token can change hands before reconciling the ledges might
reduce this risk to tolerable levels. Currently, many payment service providers and
central banks are working to develop such solutions and several have applied for new
patents. It remains to be seen how well these systems will work and how well they

8 Having a ledger of transactions built into the token (e.g. in the form of a block-chain of transactions) will
not change this.
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fare compared with the current offline payment solutions for money balances on deposit accounts.

3.2 Anonymity and privacy
Cash payments are anonymous in that they need not reveal the identity of the payer
and the payee to anyone. Cash payments leave no traces.
A similar degree of anonymity is not possible with a CBDC, for three reasons.
First, CBDC payments are digital. Digital payments are generally traceable as they
leave digital footprints that enable a transaction to be followed, at least to some extent. If tokens are stored locally and there is no remote ledger, payments will still be
traceable for someone who has access to the device. If the CBDC payment is made by
handing over the device where the CBDCs are stored, such a payment will not be
traceable, just as cash payments are not traceable. However, such a payment is not
digital.
Second, all CBDC payments involve a remote ledger (Section 2). This ledger will record
transactions. Even if the identities of the payer and payee are not known, the ledger
will still record things like the time of the payment, encryption keys and digital wallets.
Third, legal regulations require digital payments to be non-anonymous. According to
current regulations in the EU, account-based systems must have registers that make it
possible to establish the identity of the owner of each account (Sveriges Riksbank,
2018). We suspect that any system where CBDCs are stored remotely will fall under
this regulation, regardless of whether they involve tokens or not. In the case of locally
stored tokens, anti-money laundering regulations at present allow for the payer to
make a payment of up to EUR 150 without needing to identify themselves.
Since cash payments can be completely anonymous, they also allow for a weaker
form of anonymity in that a payment can be made between two parties that know
each other’s identity but without revealing the identities to any third-party. This is
sometimes referred to as “privacy” (Grym, 2018). As long as there is a ledger involved,
privacy is not possible per definition as there is a third party involved (the ledger).
Thus, there is no difference between a token- and an account-based CBDC in this respect.
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Concluding remarks
The default CBDC technology approach among many central banks seems to be tokenbased. For instance, King and Rachel (2020) report that among the 46 central banks in
their survey, 58 percent focus their research on “a token model”. Furthermore, commentators and researchers – some affiliated with central banks – argue that CBDCs
ought to be token-based (see e.g. Kahn and Rivadeneyra (2020)).

Concluding remarks

Our analysis shows that the perception that token-based technology can uniquely
achieve cash-like features is misguided. A token-based CBDC appears to be no better
in at achieving cash-like properties than an account-based CBDC.
There may be other advantages to token-based CBDC that fall outside of the scope of
this paper. We hope our discussion can structure and spur further dialogue about
when the choice of technology matters for a CBDC. More discussion and research will
enable us to reach better conclusions.
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